Truthwitch

Susan Dennard


On a continent ruled by three empires, some are born with a "witchery," a magical skill that sets them apart from others. Now, as the Twenty Year Truce in a centuries long war is about to end, the balance of power--and the failing health of all magic--will fall on the shoulders of a mythical pair called the Cahr Awen.

The biggest thing on Safi and Iseult's minds is saving money for their planned future in the Hundred Isles. Iseult, a Threadwitch, can see the emotional Threads binding the world. Safi, on the other hand, is a Truthwitch--she always knows when a person is telling a lie. A powerful magic like that is something people would kill to have on their side—or to keep off their enemy's side—and so Safi cannot even admit what she truly is.

With the help of the cunning Prince Merik (a Windwitch and privateer) and the hindrance of a Bloodwitch bent on revenge, the friends must rise above their doubts and fight to learn who they are and what they are made of, if they are going to stay alive and preserve the balance of their world.

PRAISE

"A richly imagined magical world, ruthless politics, steamy romance, and characters who grab you and won't let go." --Cinda Williams Chima, New York Times bestselling author

"A fast-paced adventure and a wonderful tribute to the power of the binding ties of friendship." --Jacqueline Carey, New York Times bestselling author

"A cake stuffed full of your favorite fantasy treats: highway robbery, swordplay, deep friendships, treachery, magic, piracy on the high seas, and romance... This book will delight you." --Robin Hobb, New York Times bestselling author

SUSAN DENNARD has come a long way from small-town Georgia. As a marine biologist, she got to travel the world--six out of seven continents, to be exact (she'll get to Asia one of these days!)--before she settled down as a full-time novelist and writing instructor. She lives in the Midwest with her husband and two dogs, and is extremely active in social media. You can find her on her blog, Twitter, or Misfits & Daydreamers, a weekly newsletter on all things books and writing.
Explorers Who Got Lost
Diane Sansevere-Dreher

The true stories of the most influential explorers of the Age of Discovery—now available in a repackaged trade paperback edition

What do Christopher Columbus, Ferdinand Magellan, and Bartolomeau Dias have in common? They were all explorers who got lost!

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, just about every explorer who sailed beyond the horizon to find new land thought he knew where he was going. In fact, most got terribly lost and stumbled onto places unknown. Their discoveries may have been unintentional, but the lands they found altered the face of the globe and changed the course of human history.

Fast-paced and exciting, Explorers Who Got Lost provides detailed information about the most influential explorers of the Age of Discovery: Bartolomeau Dias, Vasco Da Gama, Christopher Columbus, John Cabot, Ferdinand Magellan, Giovanni Da Verrazano, Jacques Cartier, and Henry Hudson. Lively and accessible illustrations (including portraits of the explorers, drawings, maps, routes, and diagrams of ships and navigational equipment), as well as a chronology, bibliography, and index make this book a valuable resource for young readers who are studying the Age of Exploration and Discovery.

PRAISE

"Often lively and interesting... the book is reliable and complete, and a good come-on for reluctant report writers." --School Library Journal

"Dreher's lively coverage provides a history of influential European explorers who didn't fully succeed in their objectives, but who made discoveries beyond their initial goals. A fun, fascinating way to absorb history!" --The Midwest Book Review

"There is abundant material for school reports.... The text is superb and compelling." --KLIATT

**Hurt Go Happy**

Ginny Rorby

**An inspiring story about a young deaf girl's determination to save the life of a fellow creature who shares 98% of our DNA and has the ability to ask for help**

Thirteen-year-old Joey Willis is used to being left out of conversations. Though she's been deaf since the age of six, Joey's mother has never allowed her to learn sign language. She strains to read the lips of those around her, but often fails.

Everything changes when Joey meets Dr. Charles Mansell and his baby chimpanzee, Sukari. Her new friends use sign language to communicate, and Joey secretly begins to learn to sign. Spending time with Charlie and Sukari, Joey has never been happier. She even starts making friends at school for the first time.

But as Joey's world blooms with possibilities, Charlie's and Sukari's choices begin to narrow—until Sukari's very survival is in doubt.

**PRAISE**

* 2012 NPR's "Best-Ever Teen Novels" Young Adult Fiction finalist
* 2008 Schneider Family Book Award winner
* 2007 International Reading Association Teachers' Choice selection
* 2007 New York Public Library "Children's Books--100 Titles for Reading" and "Best Books for the Teen Age" selection

"Has the potential to be a classic animal story with wide appeal.... Rorby successfully gets to the core of a moving animal-human relationship; she conveys how sign language can liberate those unable to speak or hear." —KLIATT, Starred Review

"This unusual and emotional story... is beautifully written and believable." —VOYA

GINNY RORBY holds an undergraduate degree in biology from the University of Miami and an MFA in Creative Writing from Florida International University. She is codirector of the Mendocino Coast Writers Conference, and lives in Fort Bragg, California.
Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians
Brandon Sanderson

New deluxe hardcover editions of the Alcatraz Versus the Evil Librarians middle-grade series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson

On his thirteenth birthday, foster child Alcatraz Smedry gets a bag of sand in the mail—his only inheritance from his father and mother. He soon learns that this is no ordinary bag of sand. It is quickly stolen by the cult of evil Librarians who are taking over the world by spreading misinformation and suppressing truth. Alcatraz must stop them, using the only weapon he has: an incredible talent for breaking things.

Alcatraz Versus the Evil Librarians is the first book in this action-packed fantasy series for young readers.

PRAISE
"This is an excellent choice to read aloud to the whole family. It's funny, exciting, and briskly paced. The message it gives young readers is that a person's flaws—being late, breaking things, etc.—can sometimes turn into useful talents." --Nancy Pearl on NPR'S Morning Edition

"In this original, hysterical homage to fantasy literature, Sanderson's first novel for youth recalls the best in Artemis Fowl and A Series of Unfortunate Events." --VOYA

"A happily action-packed romp... and a cliffhanger ending that promises more of the same. Plus dinosaurs in tweed vests. Who could ask for more?" -Horn Book

BRANDON SANDERSON grew up in Lincoln, Nebraska. He lives in Utah and teaches creative writing at Brigham Young University. After Robert Jordan's death, he completed the final three volumes in Jordan's bestselling The Wheel of Time® series with the long-awaited A Memory of Light. BrandonSanderson.com.
The Shattered Lens

Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians

Brandon Sanderson

New deluxe hardcover editions of the Alcatraz Versus the Evil Librarians middle-grade series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson

Alcatraz Smedry is up against a whole army of Evil Librarians in this fourth adventure, with only his friend Bastille, a few pairs of glasses, and an unlimited supply of exploding teddy bears to help him. This time, even Alcatraz's extraordinary talent for breaking things may not be enough to defeat the army of Evil Librarians and their giant librarian robots.

PRAISE

"This is an excellent choice to read aloud to the whole family. It's funny, exciting, and briskly paced. The message it gives young readers is that a person's flaws—being late, breaking things, etc.—can sometimes turn into useful talents." —Nancy Pearl on NPR'S Morning Edition

"In this original, hysterical homage to fantasy literature, Sanderson’s first novel for youth recalls the best in Artemis Fowl and A Series of Unfortunate Events." —VOYA

"A happily action-packed romp... and a cliffhanger ending that promises more of the same. Plus dinosaurs in tweed vests. Who could ask for more?" —Horn Book

BRANDON SANDERSON is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Rithmatist and Steelheart, both of which were selected for the American Library Association's Teens' Top Ten list. He's also written many popular and award-winning books for adults. His middle grade series, Alcatraz Versus the Evil Librarians, is now available in deluxe editions. Visit him online at BrandonSanderson.com.
Riders

Veronica Rossi

A new fantasy adventure from the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of Under the Never Sky

For eighteen-year-old Gideon Blake, nothing but death can keep him from achieving his goal of becoming a U.S. Army Ranger. As it turns out, it does.

Recovering from the accident that most definitely killed him, Gideon finds himself with strange new powers and a bizarre cuff he can't remove. His death has brought to life his real destiny. He has become War, one of the legendary four horsemen of the apocalypse.

Over the coming weeks, he and the other horsemen—Conquest, Famine, and Death—are brought together by a beautiful but frustratingly secretive girl to help save humanity from an ancient evil on the emergence.

They fail.

Now—bound, bloodied, and drugged—Gideon is interrogated by the authorities about his role in a battle that has become an international incident. If he stands any chance of saving his friends and the girl he's fallen for—not to mention all of humankind—he needs to convince the skeptical government officials the world is in imminent danger.

But will anyone believe him?

PRAISE

For Under the Never Sky

"An incredibly original plot. You won't be able to put this book down... We can't wait for the next installment in the trilogy!"—Seventeen.com

"An unforgettable dystopian masterpiece."--Examiner.com

"Rossi nails the feat of offering dual perspectives. Rossi grounds her worldbuilding in language, creating idioms for the Dwellers and Outsiders that add texture to their respective myths; her characters are brave and complex and her prose smooth and evocative. Inspired, offbeat and mesmerizing."--Kirkus Reviews, starred review

VERONICA ROSSI is a New York Times bestselling author of fiction for young adults. She completed undergraduate studies at UCLA and then went on to study fine art at the California College of the Arts in San Francisco. She lives in Northern California with her husband and two sons. When not writing, she enjoys reading, painting, and counting down the minutes until she can get back to making up stories about imaginary people.
The Galahad Archives Book One

Leaving Earth

Dom Testa

Life on Earth is over and it's up to 251 teens aboard the starship Galahad to save the human race

This is the omnibus edition of the first two books in Dom Testa's Galahad series for young adults, *The Comet's Curse* (2009) and *The Web of Titan* (2010).

When the tail of the comet Bhaktul flicks through the Earth's atmosphere, deadly particles are left in its wake. Suddenly, mankind is confronted with a virus that devastates the adult population. Only those under the age of eighteen seem to be immune. Desperate to save humanity, a renowned scientist proposes a bold plan: to create a ship that will carry a crew of 251 teenagers to a home in a distant solar system. Two years later, the *Galahad* and its crew--none over the age of sixteen--is launched.

Two years of training have prepared the crew for the challenges of space travel. But soon after departing Earth, they encounter one crisis after another: a saboteur has stowed away on their ship; a mysterious metal pod orbiting Titan must be captured; an illness arrives onboard that is beyond their medical experience; and *Galahad*'s systems begin to fail. Sixteen-year-old commander Triana Martell and her council must find a way to overcome all obstacles. For if their mission fails, it will mean the end of the human race.

**PRAISE**

"What began as a fairly straightforward tale of 251 teens shot into space to escape a ravaging disease on Earth became a deeper, broader, scarier, and more intellectually stimulating journey with every book.... Beth Revis' similar *Across the Universe* (2011) is the one on the bestseller lists, but in truth few YA SF series in recent memory have been this satisfying." --*Booklist*, starred review, on the series

"Part space opera, part mystery, the story draws readers in from the beginning with well-placed hooks, plenty of suspense, and a strong premise." --*School Library Journal* on *The Comet's Curse*

DOM TESTA is an author, speaker, and the top-rated morning radio show host in Denver. His non-profit foundation, The Big Brain Club, empowers students to take charge of their education. DomTesta.com.
Character, Driven

A Novel

David Lubar

Award-winning author David Lubar's best YA book since his first novel for teens, Hidden Talents, was shortlisted for the Printz Award in 2000

With only one year left of high school, seventeen-year-old Cliff Sparks is desperate to "come of age"—a.k.a., lose his virginity. But he's never had much luck with girls. So when he falls for Jillian, a new classmate, at first sight, all he can do is worship her from afar. At the same time, Cliff has to figure out what to do with the rest of his life, since he's pretty sure his unemployed father plans to kick him out of the house the minute he turns eighteen. Time is running out. Cliff is at the edge, on the verge, dangling—and holding on for dear life.

From acclaimed author David Lubar comes this powerful coming-of-age tale told in an unadulterated, no-holds-barred teenage boy voice that will appeal to boys and girls alike.

PRAISE

Praise for Hidden Talents:
* 2000 Michael L. Printz Award Shortlist
* American Library Association Best Book for Young Adults, Quick Pick for Reluctant YA Readers, and Popular Paperback for Young Adults
* 2014 New Jersey State Library Association Battle of the Books title

"At a time when truly humorous young adult fiction is scarce, reading Lubar's first YA novel (a coming of age story) is like finding a nest of kittens in a hayloft—wondrously surprising, playful, and heartwarming." --VOYA

"With plenty of humor, this is a good bet for reluctant readers as well as for kids who like offbeat fiction." --Booklist

DAVID LUBAR created a sensation with his debut novel, Hidden Talents, an ALA Best Book for Young Adults. He is also the author of True Talents, Flip, Extremities, the popular Weenies short story collections, and the Nathan Abercrombie, Accidental Zombie series, which has been optioned for TV. He lives in Nazareth, Pennsylvania.
Tut: The Story of My Immortal Life

P. J. Hoover

For fans of Rick Riordan--a fast and funny middle-grade novel about the adventures of King Tut, now an immortal eighth-grader living in Washington, DC

You'd think it would be great being an Egyptian demigod, but if King Tut has to sit through eighth grade one more time, he'll mummify himself.

Granted the gift--or is it a curse?--of immortality by the gods, Tut has been stuck in middle school for ages. Even worse, evil General Horemheb, the man who killed Tut's father and whom Tut imprisoned in a tomb for three thousand years, is out and after him. The general is in league with the Cult of Set, a bunch of guys who worship one of the scariest gods of the Egyptian pantheon--Set, the god of Chaos.

The General and the Cult of Set have plans for Tut...and if Tut doesn't find a way to keep out of their clutches, he'll never make it to the afterworld alive.

PRAISE

"Tut's struggle to find the peace that has eluded him for centuries and understand whether his immortality is a gift or curse is heartfelt and entrancing." --VOYA

"Being an immortal fourteen-year-old pharaoh isn't all scepters and servants; there's also the overthrowing of a homicidal cult--and finishing one's homework.... Pyramid history buffs and fantasy fans will delight in excavating." --Kirkus Reviews

"Pleasantly reminiscent of Rick Riordan's work." -Publishers Weekly

"Hoover's fun interpretations of Egyptian gods and goddesses, frenetic pace, and appropriately modern snark propel this highly entertaining adventure." -Booklist

P. J. HOOVER is the author of Solstice. After a fifteen-year bout as an electrical engineer designing computer chips for a living, P. J. started writing books for kids and teens. When not writing, she spends time with her husband and two kids and enjoys practicing Kung Fu, solving Rubik's Cubes, and watching Star Trek. She lives in Austin, Texas.
The Knights of Crystallia

Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians

Brandon Sanderson

New deluxe hardcover editions of the Alcatraz Versus the Evil Librarians middle-grade series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson

In this third Alcatraz adventure, Alcatraz Smedry has made it to the Free Kingdoms at last. Unfortunately, so have the evil Librarians—including his mother! Now Alcatraz has to find a traitor among the Knights of Crystallia, make up with his estranged father, and save one of the last bastions of the Free Kingdoms from the Evil Librarians.

PRAISE

"This is an excellent choice to read aloud to the whole family. It's funny, exciting, and briskly paced. The message it gives young readers is that a person's flaws—being late, breaking things, etc.—can sometimes turn into useful talents." --Nancy Pearl on NPR'S Morning Edition

"In this original, hysterical homage to fantasy literature, Sanderson's first novel for youth recalls the best in Artemis Fowl and A Series of Unfortunate Events." --VOYA

"A happily action-packed romp... and a cliffhanger ending that promises more of the same. Plus dinosaurs in tweed vests. Who could ask for more?" -Horn Book

BRANDON SANDERSON is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Rithmatist and Steelheart, both of which were selected for the American Library Association's Teens' Top Ten list. He's also written many popular and award-winning books for adults. His middle grade series, Alcatraz Versus the Evil Librarians, is now available in deluxe editions. Visit him online at BrandonSanderson.com.
The Scrivener's Bones

Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians

Brandon Sanderson

New deluxe hardcover editions of the Alcatraz Versus the Evil Librarians middle-grade series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson

The Evil Librarians are up to their antics again and it's up to Alcatraz Smedry to put a stop to it! This second Alcatraz adventure will take Alcatraz and company on an exploration of the Library of Alexandria, which—despite Librarian rumors—was never destroyed. It is a mysterious place and everyone knows that it holds dark secrets. Can Alcatraz, with his talent for breaking things, break into this secret world? Or will the Evil Librarians once again prevail?

Alcatraz Versus the Scrivener's Bones is the second book in this action-packed fantasy series for young readers.

PRAISE

"This is an excellent choice to read aloud to the whole family. It's funny, exciting, and briskly paced. The message it gives young readers is that a person's flaws—being late, breaking things, etc.—can sometimes turn into useful talents." --Nancy Pearl on NPR'S Morning Edition

"In this original, hysterical homage to fantasy literature, Sanderson's first novel for youth recalls the best in Artemis Fowl and A Series of Unfortunate Events." --VOYA

"A happily action-packed romp... and a cliffhanger ending that promises more of the same. Plus dinosaurs in tweed vests. Who could ask for more?" --Horn Book

BRANDON SANDERSON is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Rithmatist and Steelheart, both of which were selected for the American Library Association's Teens' Top Ten list. He's also written many popular and award-winning books for adults. His middle grade series, Alcatraz Versus the Evil Librarians, is now available in deluxe editions. Visit him online at BrandonSanderson.com.
**Nightstruck**

Jenna Black

The start of a spooky yet romantic dark paranormal horror series from *Glimmerglass* author Jenna Black

The night is the enemy, and the city of Philadelphia is its deadliest weapon.

Becket is an ordinary teenage girl, wrestling with the upheaval of her parents' divorce. Her biggest problems to date have been choosing which colleges to apply to, living up to her parents' ambitious expectations of her, and fighting her secret crush on her best friend's boyfriend. That all changes the night she tries to save an innocent life and everything goes horribly wrong.

Becket has been tricked into opening a door between worlds. As dark magic trickles into Philadelphia, strange creatures roam the streets and inanimate objects come to life, all of them bloodthirsty and terrifying. The city returns to normal when the sun rises each morning. The moment the sun sets, most citizens shut themselves in their houses and stay there no matter what they hear.

The magic is openly hostile to most mortals, but there are some it seems to covet, trying to lure them out into the night. While Becket struggles to protect her friends and family from predatory creatures of the night, she is constantly tempted to shrug off her responsibilities and join them.

**PRAISE**

"Fast-paced, brutal, and delightfully bizarre. Black's Philadelphia-gone-evil is packed with such chilling descriptions that I read some passages twice just to bask in the horror."—Kendare Blake, author of *Anna Dressed in Blood*, on *Nightstruck*

"This fast-paced, futuristic novel will delight fans of Orwellian science fiction, as well as readers of dystopian literature. Black explores love, loss, and loyalty against the backdrop of a chillingly familiar future world."—VOYA on *Replica*

"Jenna Black's bewitching journey into the land of Avalon blends mysterious guys, good friends, mortal danger, and confusing relatives into a magical book."—New Y...

JENNA BLACK received her Bachelor of Arts in physical anthropology and French from Duke University. She is the author of the Faeriewalker series for teens as well as the Morgan Kingsley urban fantasy series. www.jennablack.com
Briar Rose
Jane Yolen

A masterful retelling of Sleeping Beauty that is both "heartbreaking and heartwarming" (Booklist) available in trade paperback for the first time

Ever since she was a child, Rebecca has been enchanted by her grandmother Gemma's stories about Briar Rose. But a promise Rebecca makes to her dying grandmother will lead her on a remarkable journey to uncover the truth of Gemma's astonishing claim: I am Briar Rose. A journey that will lead her to unspeakable brutality and horror. But also to redemption and hope.

In Yolen's graceful, historically sensitive retelling of the German folktale of Briar Rose, better known to Americans as the Sleeping Beauty story, the fable is set amid forests patrolled by the German army during World War II. Confronting the deeply tragic events of the Holocaust, Yolen employs lyrical prose and rich characterizations to communicate a tale of good and evil, light and darkness, hope and despair.

PRAISE

* On the American Library Association's 100 Best Book for Teens list and YALSA's Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults and Outstanding Fiction for the College Bound lists
* Winner of the 1993 Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Adult Literature
* Finalist for the Nebula Award for Best Novel and the World Fantasy Award for Best Novel
* A School Library Journal "Best Books for Young Adults" pick

"Yolen takes the story of Briar Rose (commonly known as Sleeping Beauty) and links it to the Holocaust—a far from obvious connection that she makes perfectly convincing.... Only a writer as good as Yolen could bring it off." —Publishers Weekly

Born and raised in New York City, JANE YOLEN attended Smith College and received a master's in education from the University of Massachusetts. The author of more than 200 books, including Sister Light, Sister Dark, Owl Moon, and The Devil's Arithmetic, has won the Caldecott Medal, two Nebula Awards, the World Fantasy Award, the Jewish Book Award, and two Christopher Medals. Yolen composes songs and is a professional storyteller. She lives in Hatfield, MA, and St. Andrews, Scotland.
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